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The Analog DAC

product details

The Analog DAC is an integration of our most advanced technologies with the
single purpose of producing the most analog-like sound possible. The basic
Analog DAC includes a single digital input of your choice and a desktop power
supply. Volume control and a power base upgrade are recommended.

Platinum DAC IV plus

DAC IV plus Features

Compare DACs

Platinum DAC IV plus is a modular upgradable digital playback platform. In
the basic configuration the DAC IV plus offers unprecedented performance
value. It offers full DSD playback on all inputs. It comes standard with our 2nd
Generation dual 24 bit 100 Mbit/sec sign magnitude R2R ladder DAC with
four discrete converters and the Femto 140 clock is included. Click the picture
for product details or the pricing link on the right for detailed pricing and
options. product details

Signature DAC IV plus
See Power Base
Comparisons

USB options up to 384
kHz

The Signature Platinum DAC IV plus incorporates many upgrades over the
basic DAC IV plus including Signature DAC modules and the Femto 140
clock is included. It offers uncompromised performance and full DSD playback
on all inputs. These DACs can run at twice the speed (with a 384 kHz
sampling rate source) with half the settling time as our standard DACs. The
noise level is cut to 1/3 the normal value and the signal-to-noise ratio is up to

www.msbtech.com/products/platinumHome.php

$6995.
pricing details

DAC starting
at
$8995.
Platinum
Power Base
$3495.
pricing details

DAC starting
at
$17995.
Signature
Power Base
add
$4995.
pricing details
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140 db.

product details

Pro I2S Input Option

Diamond DAC IV plus

Custom colors are
available

Firmware Upgrade Files

Diamond Platinum DAC IV plus is our top-of-the-line DAC including our best
Diamond DAC modules. The Diamond DAC IV plus offers unbelievable
performance with full DSD playback on all inputs. It provides our best DAC
modules for the most refined sound quality and the Femto 140 clock is
included. These limited edition DACs are without question the finest DACs in
the world. product details

DAC starting
at
$27995.
Diamond
Power Base
$5995.
pricing details

Femto 140 Clock Upgrade
product details

This new clock offers excellent accuracy with jitter under 140 femtoseconds
(.140 psec). It is the 2nd lowest jitter clock available for audio in the world
today. Can be easily plugged into any DAC IV plus. Sonic benefits guaranteed.

$4995.

FemtoSecond Galaxy Clock Upgrade

product details

This new clock offers unprecedented accuracy with jitter under 77
femtoseconds (.077 psec). There is no more accurate clock available for audio.
Can be easily plugged into any DAC IV plus. Sonic benefits guaranteed.

Platinum Data CD IV
product details

The Data CD IV offers unprecedented performance value. Not only does it
come with all the digital outputs you could want, but plays CDs and DVDs with
high-resolution audio files up to 384 kHz and 32 bits. It requires an external
power supply or can share a DAC Power Base.

$9950.

$3995.
pricing details

$7995.

Signature Data CD IV
product details

Compare Transports

The Signature Data CD offers the very highest quality CD playback possible. It
is the first MSB transport to take full advantage of the Pro I2S interface. Not
only does it come with all the digital outputs you could want, but plays CDs and
DVDs with high-resolution audio files up to 384 kHz and 32 bits. It requires an
external power supply or can share a DAC Power Base.

Signature
Transport
Power Base
add
$3495.
pricing details

Universal Media Transport plus
The Universal Media Transport plus offers a universal disc player, network
www.msbtech.com/products/platinumHome.php
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product details

music streamer, USB memory and HDD player all in one. Not only does it
come with all the digital outputs you could want, but has a special mode for
optimum use with MSB DACs or non-MSB DACs. It requires one of the
Power Bases shown above which it shares with one DAC. Now with a Pro I2S
Input allows the transport to run as a slave to any MSB DAC IV plus resulting
in better sound than the standard UMT.

$5995.
pricing details

Platinum Studio ADC

product details

A reference level platinum ADC with studio features. Up to 32 bit, 384 kHz
output resolution. Sold in two versions. The studio version has eight balanced
analog inputs. Four digital outputs plus MSB Network as well as clock in and
out. The Stereo Version offers just 2 input channels with the ultimate
performance. Available in Silver or Black Options includes level meters and
complete channel mixing. Requires either Signature or Diamond MSB Platinum
Power Base. (Ships one per carton, 24" x 20" x 12", 34 lbs)

$22995.
pricing details
$539. per
month*
leasing details

Platinum Stereo S201 Amplifier
product details

Fully balanced 200 Watt stereo amplifier. Unique all-MSB-design from top to
bottom. Remarkable performance in a remarkable package. Available in satin
black or matte white (fine grained silver).

Platinum Mono 203 Amplifier
product details

product details

$17995.

NEW!

Fully balanced 200 Watt monoblock amplifier. Unique all-MSB-design from
top to bottom. Remarkable performance in a remarkable package. Blue with
satin black or matte white (fine grained silver).

$27500.
per pair

WiFi System Interface

NEW

This Wi-Fi interface will allow iPhone/iPod/iPad control of up to 6 MSB or
non-MSB products. Free Apps are available for various system configurations
and for a charge can be customized. Any product with RS-232 interface can be
controlled. Price includes free RS-232 upgrade to any current MSB product
without the option installed. Satin black or matte white (fine grained silver).

$1950.
including
product
upgrades

www.msbtech.com/products/platinumHome.php
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Sub Isolator

NEW

This adaptor provides complete isolation between an active subwoofer and the
noise sensitive DAC. Available for different AMP configurations. Aluminum with
Satin Black finish.

$995. each

product details

Here are some new and old
Upgrades for MSB Technology Products

DAC MODULE UPGRADES (any Generation
Platinum DAC)
2nd Generation DAC Upgrade Kit

$1595.
with trade-in

This upgrade provides the standard 2nd Generation DAC modules for superior
sound quality. They both measure and clearly sound better than the first
generation Platinum DAC Modules. They are standard in all DAC III and DAC
IV plus products. They are user installable and come as a matched set of four,
replacing the existing DACs. These DACs will work in all versions of the
Platinum DAC or CD player. Trade-in required.

Signature DAC Upgrade Kit
product details

This upgrade provides hand matched DAC modules for superior sound quality.
These DACs can run at twice the speed (384 kHz sampling rate) with half the
settling time. The noise level is cut to 1/3 the normal value and the signal-tonoise ratio is up to 140 db. They are user installable and come as a matched set
of four, replacing the existing DACs. These DACs will work in all versions of
the Platinum DAC or CD player. Trade-in required.

$6995.
with trade-in

PRO I2S input Upgrade (DAC IV or plus
ONLY)

product details

This upgrade provides two new input options. It has a ground isolated MSB
Network input and a MSB PRO I2S input, that far exceeds the performance
and jitter specs of the old MSB Network with NO ground connection. User
installable on Platinum and Signature and Diamond. Uses up one or two AUX
input slot. (both can be used)

$995.

USB Input (USB1 or USB2)
We have gone to great trouble to completely isolate the USB input from
computer noise and jitter. The USB receiver is actually powered from the USB
computer power and the data buffered and optically coupled to our board for
complete ground isolation and jitter rejection. Available in USB1 to 48k, and
www.msbtech.com/products/platinumHome.php

$995.
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product details

USB2 to 192k. Also available up to 384k in DAC able to accept such high
sample rate data. Uses up one AUX input slot on DAC IV plus. Also available
for most MSB and non-MSB DACs.

Upsampler UPGRADES (DAC III and earlier
models)
192K Input Upgrade Kit (Older than DAC III)

$699.

This 192K input module shipped with the DAC III and CD III. It replaces the
older input and upsampler board. This board now accepts 24 bit 192k
SP/DIFF signals from all digital inputs. Can be used with all DAC III and older
Platinum Models.

Signature 384 kHz Upsampling Upgrade Kit
product details

The 384 kHz upsampling upgrade replaces the input board and adds some
amazing features to the Platinum DAC models I to III. All inputs can be
upsampled using the front panel button. This upsampler sends the MSB digital
filter a 32 bit signal at up to 384 kHz. Upsampled frequency is shown on the
display. The SP/DIF inputs are also upgraded to accept up to 384 kHz signals.
An optional USB input is also available with this upgrade. It is installable in any
Platinum DAC up to level III.

$1395.

Digital Filter UPGRADES (DAC III and
earlier models)
16X Digital Filter Upgrade Kit
product details

This upgrade for older DACs provides the newer 16X digital filter and clock
upgrade modules for superior sound quality. They both measure and clearly
sound better than the Burr Brown digital filter used in all previous generations of
Platinum DACs. They are standard in all DAC III products. They are user
installable but in order to work reliably, either the mother board or DAC
modules must be upgraded. If you buy this upgrade for any older DAC, remove
and return the DAC modules for this free upgrade, or consider a 2nd
Generation or Signature DAC upgrade at the same time. This upgrade will work
in all DAC III or older models.

Signature 32x Digital Filter Upgrade Kit
product details

$1395.

$3495.

The signature 32X digital filter is twice what the 16X filter is. Twice the
processor and twice the memory results in more than twice the performance.
The 16x filter supplied in the stock DAC III is a huge improvement over
commodity digital filters like the Burr-Brown DF1704, but is now bested by the
new Signature filter. User installable upgrade for any Platinum DAC III or older.

Here are some older
MSB Technology Products
www.msbtech.com/products/platinumHome.php
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iLink Music System
A new way to listen to music. It's an iPod for audiophiles. Get iPod convenience
with CD quality. Includes the iLink docking station, RF remote link and an 80
GB iPod. (6" x 6" x 7", 7 lbs each) 120V or 240V.
product details

iLink Upsampling Upgrade

$2395. with
iPod included

(add $199. with
upsampling)

Upsampling upgrade for the iLink. Instead of outputting 44.1 kHz, output is
upsampled to 176.4kHz with an amazing upsampling technology. User
installable.

Vintage Reference CD III Transport
(Discontinued)
product details

A solid high-quality transport for playback of CDs and CDRs. Available with
blue or silver cover. Easy-to-read blue display, remote and ultra-stable clock. A
great transport value where CDs are the primary music source. Power supply
included. While supplies last.

Originally
$4995
$2995. on sale

Click Here for
Many More MSB Technology Products
* Average Payment. Rates depend on terms and percieved risk.
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